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mirc MIR shows the timer count of the count of
added-value product. The added value product

being sent to the public, so as to make the
added value product to be added to the

product list in this product show value.In an
MIRC search, MI shows the product ID code of
the catalog, or specifically shows the added

value product.Q: Haskell: Generate and infinite
list from functions I have the following

functions: reverseList :: [a] -> [a] reverseList
xs = [] reverseFunction :: (a -> a) -> [a] -> [a]
reverseFunction f xs = reverseList $ f xs foldr
function [xs] foldr f [x:xs] = f x:foldr f xs toList
:: (a -> a) -> a -> [a] toList f x = foldr function

[x] I want to get a list using foldr and apply
this function to each element: reverseAll :: (a

-> a) -> [a] -> [a] reverseAll = foldr
reverseFunction toList This will reverse a list.

But I want to do this for the infinite list as well:
reverseAll' :: (a -> a) -> [a] -> [a] reverseAll'

= foldr reverseFunction toList I want to
generate a list containing all elements from
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the function, and then call reverseAll' to
reverse this list. How can I do this? A: You can
use an infinite list instead of a finite one with :
reverseAll' = unfoldr (\x -> reverseFunction x)

And if you want to limit the steps of your
function: -- apply x then apply

(reverseFunction x) reverseAll' = unfoldr (\x ->
reverseFunction x >> reverseFunction

(reverseFunction x)) Edit: On second thoughts,
you have a nested list, so the outermost

reverseAll' will not terminate. To fix it, use do-
notation: reverseAll'' :: (a -> a) -> [a] -> [a]

reverseAll'' = do xs c6a93da74d
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